
Chapel 2. (12) 9.

reaction against the opposite of that and going to extreme the other way, pointing out

things th. matter (12)

But every degree that anybody has from this institution is jeopardized if anybody gets a

degree who would do that sort of thing. The standing of everybody's degree, of every

body's diploma is in danger if one (l2) doing

that. It's not simply the responsibility of the faculty not to give the degree to some

one who would be guilty of that, it is the responsibility of every member of the body

of Christ. If you should have the slightest reason to believe that someone is the

guilty of the such things, to go and talk with him and try to bring him to a recognition

of his sin and to renent and turn from away, and if you can't, to bring theinformation

s such a
to 4H-eiee in order that th4e thing can be purged out from the student body, where

it certainly shouldn't be allowed (13). Now itt (13) institutinn,

that has standing from years of prestige where neople can get easy (13)

because they are graduates of it, there may be lots of people do that

sort of thing, I know because I went there. I went to an institution in which at that

time the teachig was sound in the Word, and it's not now, it's a place today where the

Word is denied, but at that time the teaching was sound. But the Lewd pictures that

some of the fellows put on their doors of their rooms and the attitudes in the life

that was shown by many of those fellows was something difficult to understand in an

institution)6 professing what their institution nrofessed. In an thstitution like this

(13 3/LiP)

it's very hard to tell. And if someone who is a victim of sin wants to come and talk it

over with Mr. Smitley or me, wurely we (iLi)

confidential

that it wofIi never happen again
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